Supreme Ice
Plant Operations Manager
Supreme Ice is constructing a production plant in Beaver, Utah to make crushed, bagged ice.
Supreme is seeking to hire an Operations Manager to manage the plant. This position will oversee all
plant operations and personnel. The position is full time and year-round. It will offer competitive pay
and benefits commensurate with experience (to be determined based on the qualifications and
experience of the individual awarded the position). The successful candidate must complete a pre-hire
physical and drug test.
The position requires an individual who is highly organized and has strong leadership and
communication skills. The position will also require the ability to operate and maintain complex
equipment and to teach and mentor employees.
Duties
Duties include, but are not limited to:



Operating and maintaining ice making equipment, including ammonia refrigerant.
Operating and maintaining conveyor belts and packaging and palletizing systems.



Troubleshooting plant issues, coordinating minor repairs and changing parts. Identifying
and recognizing other mechanical problems that need additional repair.



Performing pre-scheduled equipment service and keeping, maintaining and organizing
appropriate service records.
Maintaining the facility in a clean, organized and safe manner.
Developing and training employees to improve ice making efficiency. This includes all job
performance aspects including safety, quality and cleanliness.
Conduct manufacturing processes consistent with Food and Drug Administration regulations
Implementing shift schedules.
Performing necessary disciplinary functions with plant operators including write-ups, probation,
formal and informal suspensions, and terminations.
Ensuring that the palletized ice is loaded on trucks effectively.








Skill Requirements






2-5 years’ experience in the refrigeration industry or equivalent
Experience managing ammonia-based industrial refrigeration
A strong knowledge of three phase electrical systems and electrical diagnostics
Experience operating and maintaining Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
Experience programming and integrating variable-frequency drives (VFD)






Understanding of industrial plumbing and compressed air systems
Ability to effectively train employees on equipment and operating procedures
Strong interpersonal skills coupled with the ability to multitask and problem solve
Demonstrated commitment to a safe work environment

To apply, please send resume to jdunn@banyanventures.com

